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Le projet MAIAS: Modélisation des 
Amortissements Induits dans les Assemblages

http://www.aer-alcen.com/index.php�
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Dissipation dans les assemblages?

 Déformations des liaisons aux cours des vibrations
 Amortissement important et dépendant de l’amplitude de vibration
 Comportement légèrement assouplissant

 Phénomène de glissement partiel aux interfaces de contact

 Différentes échelles (Structure-Interface) 
 Très grand nombre de DDLs (discrétisation géométrique)
 Phénomènes hautes fréquences (discrétisation temporelle)
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Low Order Model of jointed structures?

 Macro-models of joints – A great part of the litterature focus 
on the Iwan model and its relashionship and the generalized
Metherell and Diller problem. Geometrical

 Model synthesis with generalized movements
 Modal based (e.g.modal truncation) or optimal approaches (e.g. POD)
 linearization and decoupling

 Present ROM: Hybrid
(Macro-models associated with « local-generalized movements ») 

P(x)



Let’s deal with an academic example:

 Consider a clamped-free beam with a lap-joint in its middle:

 A linear finite-element model of the beam: 
 10 hermitian 2D beam elements governed by Bernoulli formulation. Each 

node has 2 DoFs (translation, rotation).
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 Modeling the joint:
 Physic-based model - Fine description of contact non-linearities, or..
 Macro-model: Fifth element replaced with Song et al. AIBE model*:

 Dynamic equation (1):  Joint  model (AIBE) from:*
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Mode φ1
Mode φ2

Mode φ3

1st approach : Linearization and Decoupling (Ref . to as ROM1):

 Model synthesis on the first modes of the linearized
structure:

 Modal decoupling assumption: Low-freq dynamics (1) is
reduced to N non-linear 1DoF oscillators:

+  (…) +
(1)
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Remarq:
M modes, L joints 

M*M(*L)



2nd approach: A Subspace in the domain of the Joint ? (ROM2):

 Consider the sub-structuring:
 Λa: The joint domain - Several elements : linear elements and NL contact
 Λb: The rest of the structure - assumed linear.

 Sub-structuring (Coupling mass neglected):

(1)

In this exemple, Λa contains 8 
DoFs (4 diplacements and 4 
rotations)
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 Λa can be exactly projected on 8 generalized movements..

 But the low-freq dyn of Λa can be red to a smaller basis Vred:

+         

+ (…)+         

+         

Vred

(Ratio of strain energy [%])
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Remarq #1:
The size N of  Vred is much less
than the size of the mode basis

Remarq #2:
The size of  Vred is generally

more than 1



Principle of the proposed reduction method:
 Instead of doing the synthesis with the modes of the whole structure, we do it on domain

Λa only using the principal movements of the joint (Hyp1)

 Each local-generalized movement (i.e. elts of Vred) is associated with Iwan-oscillator.
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Remarq #1:
Deformation shapes are 
scaled to the unit mass

Remarq #2:
Rigid motions are included
and associated with inertia

Remarq #3:
Non-rigid deformations are 

associated with the Iwan model

Remarq #4:
It is generally necessary to consider

SEVERAL elements.
Hyp2:They are assumed uncoupled

Remarq #0:
These are 
« local-

generalized
movements »



How Vred is obtained? 
 Vred is now refered to as the Principal Strain Basis (PSB). It is composed of the 

main sollicitations the joint undergoes in the whole structure.The « best » PSB 
shall be obtained with optimal approaches based on singular value 
decomposition.

 The associated macro-models can be identified from:
 Numerical simulations - Numerical expense can be circumvented with

adapted methods: See Festjens et al. * 
 Experimental investigation which are by definition exact (contrary to 

physic based model)
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Low cost FE simulation based quasi-static and Masing hyp.:*

Φ1,L1 Φ1,L2 … Φ1,LN Φ2,L1 … ΦM,LNSVD



 Once the PSB is known, the identification of the associated
macro-models can be performed on a small test-bench that
contains the same bolted joint than in the whole structure.

 The principal deformations may be applied to the joint by:
 Quasi-static loading
 Dynamic magnication of a resonance of a small test bench structure 

The design of this structure should be such that the first modes generate, in 
the joint, a displacement close to those of the PSB: Vred=ψtestbench

F
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M



 This experiment was simulated on a numerical test bench as
if the model was not known (black box).

 Since the inertial forces cannot be measured directly, the
macro-models can identified from the free decay of each one
of the modes of the test bench.
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The dissipation is associated
with a softening of the joint 



 The PSB can be estimated from 
the modes basis at low 
amplitude, for instance.

 .. But the PSB is a basis of 
vectors (i.e.linear) 

=>  The softening induced by the 
partial-slip generates shape 
errors at large amplitudes.

 However, it is possible to 
identify the deformation so that 
it is almost exact at boundaries    
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To sum up the method (ref. to as ROM2):
 Sub-structuring of the whole structure:

 Reduction of Λa on the Principal Strains Basis: 

 Association with macro-models
 Identification of the macro-models from

analytical or numerical physic based approach
or experiments on a small test bench.

 Reduced order model of the whole structure:
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*

Remarq:
Λb should be reduced too

(classic because linear)



Results on the presented example:

 Two dynamic load cases are considered. In these two cases 
the load is applied at the tip of the beam:

 Observation at the same point.
 The response of the ROM1 (linearisation+decoupling

between modes) and ROM2 (presented method) are 
compared to the FULL order model. 
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 Load case #1: First mode only:
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 Load case #2: Two first modes:

+         
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Conclusion

 Permet de prendre en compte simplement les non-linéarités 
(Dissipation, assouplissement et effets de couplages)

 Grande structure à M modes, L liaisons (identiques):
 Projection su l’espace des modes: M*M(*L) « termes » à identifier
 Projection sur N<<M sollicitations : N*N « termes »

 Adaptable à n’importe quelle géométrie

 This work has a « minor revision » status at JSV 
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Merci de votre attention
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